Tabloid Shakespeare – Romeo and Juliet

Marketplace Mayhem
Third Public Brawl has Mayor Miffed

Hat Magnate Hosts Masquerade
Social Event of the Season!
Rumours of Marriage Announcement for Daughter to Follow Gala Event!

Party Poopers!
Uninvited Guests Nearly Spark Fight
Hat Magnate’s Angry Nephew Vows Revenge!

Corporate Merger in Future?
Feuding Families Offspring Spotted in Second Floor Rendezvous
Exclusive Photos!
Hat Magnate’s Daughter Wed to Rival’s Son in Secret Ceremony!

“Nonsense,” says Father. “She’s engaged to another.”

Rumours Persist

Fun Fight Turns Fatal!
Nephew of Hat Magnate Killed After Accidentally Stabbing Another
Deaths Sure to Fuel Ancient Feud

Heir to Clothing Empire Banished!
Mayor Pronounces Punishment for Bloody Brawl
Family Claims ‘Justifiable Homicide’

Tragedy Strikes Again!
Magnate’s Daughter Dies on Wedding Day
Second Sudden Death in Family This Week
Lovers Die in Apparent Secret Suicide Pact!
Mystery Marriage Finally Out in Open
Body of Fiancé Also Found at Tomb

At Last!
Feuding Families Find Peace Amidst Tragedy
Peace Pact Finalized at Funeral